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Abstract—This paper presents new linear time-invariant (LTI)
block-based transceivers which employ a reduced amount of re-
dundancy to eliminate the interblock interference. The proposals
encompass both multicarrier and single-carrier systems with
either zero-forcing or minimum mean-square error (MSE) equal-
izers. The amount of redundancy ranges from the minimum,

�
,

to the most commonly used value, , assuming a channel-impulse
response of order . The resulting transceivers allow for superfast
equalization of the received data blocks, since they only use fast
Fourier transforms and single-tap equalizers in their structures.
The paper also includes an MSE analysis of the proposed trans-
ceivers with respect to the amount of redundancy. Indeed, we
demonstrate that larger amounts of transmitted redundant ele-
ments lead to lower MSE of symbols at the receiver end. Computer
simulations indicate that, by choosing an appropriate amount of
redundancy, our proposals can achieve higher throughputs than
the standard superfast multicarrier and single-carrier systems,
while keeping the same asymptotic computational complexity for
the equalization process.

Index Terms—Block-based transceivers, displacement, equaliza-
tion, multicarrier, reduced redundancy, single-carrier, superfast
algorithms.

I. INTRODUCTION

T ODAY MOST telecommunication specifications recom-
mend the segmentation of data in blocks before starting

the transmission. The resulting data blocks are usually trans-
mitted separately in the so-called block-based transmission. Due
to the frequency-selectivity characteristic inherent to broadband
communications, there is a superposition of attenuated versions
of the transmitted signal. In addition to the intersymbol inter-
ference (ISI) induced among the symbols that compose a given
data block, this undesired superposition of signals also gener-
ates interblock interference (IBI) between adjacent transmitted
data blocks [1], [2].

The orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM)
is the most popular memoryless linear time-invariant (LTI)
block-based transceiver that circumvents the IBI problem
by inserting redundancy in the transmission. In addition, the
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Fig. 1. ZP-ZJ transceiver model.

redundancy enables the elimination of ISI or the minimization
of the mean-square error (MSE) of symbols at the receiver
end. Whether the redundancy consists of cyclic prefix (CP) or
zero padding (ZP), simple equalizer structures can always be
induced [3]. However, the OFDM has some drawbacks, such
as high peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR), high carrier-fre-
quency offset (CFO), and (possibly) significant loss on spectral
efficiency due to the redundancy insertion. The single-carrier
transmission with frequency-domain (SC-FD) equalization is
an efficient way to reduce both PAPR and CFO as compared
to the OFDM system. These advantages are attained without
changing the overall complexity of the transceiver [4].

Regarding the spectral-resource usage, the amount of redun-
dancy employed in both OFDM and SC-FD systems depends on
the delay spread of the channel, implying that both transceivers
waste the same bandwidth on redundant data [4]. Nevertheless,
there are many ways to increase the spectral efficiency of com-
munication systems, such as by decreasing the overall symbol-
error probability in the physical layer so that one needs less re-
dundancy to be inserted in upper-layers by means of channel
coding. In general, this approach increases the costs in the phys-
ical layer, since it leads to more computationally complex trans-
ceivers, hindering its implementation in some practical applica-
tions.

It is highly desirable to improve the spectral efficiency by,
for example, reducing the amount of redundancy inserted in the
physical layer. Just few works had proposed decreasing the re-
dundancy while constraining the transceiver to employ super-
fast algorithms [5]–[8]. One of the most successful proposals
comes from the pioneering paper [5]. The approach adopted in
[5] relies on both the zero-padding (ZP) and the zero-jamming
(ZJ) techniques to eliminate IBI employing a reduced amount
of redundancy along with fast Fourier transform (FFT) algo-
rithms. Nonetheless, the resulting designs do not have well-
defined structures and their computational complexity associ-
ated with the equalization process depends quadratically on the
channel order. For long channels, the transceivers in [5] may
require much more computations than those proposed in this
paper, as will be clearer later on. Besides, the proposals from
[5] are originally multicarrier systems only.

In this work, we shall consider the zero-padding zero-jam-
ming (ZP-ZJ) model [5] that allows transmission with smaller
amount of redundancy, while avoiding IBI. In fact, the min-
imum-redundancy ZP-ZJ transceivers proposed in [7] and [8]
may be regarded as the state of the art in this particular topic,
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Fig. 2. Multicarrier reduced-redundancy block transceiver (MCRRBT).

which naturally lead us to the question: why investigating
reduced-redundancy transceivers when minimum-redundancy
transceivers are already available? The answer to this question
and the strategy to devise such new superfast transceivers will
be key contributions of this paper.

A. Main Contributions

The main contributions of this paper are listed below.
• Several proposals of novel structures for ZP-ZJ trans-

ceivers with reduced redundancy. Such new transceivers
enable superfast equalization of the received data blocks
since they use only discrete Fourier transform (DFT),
inverse DFT (IDFT), and diagonal matrices in their struc-
tures. Moreover, the receiver structure is well-defined (see
Fig. 2) since only the single-tap equalizers depend on the
channel model.

• An MSE analysis of the proposed transceivers with respect
to the number of redundant elements. Indeed, we demon-
strate mathematically that the MSE of symbols associated
with such transceivers is a monotone decreasing function
of the number of transmitted redundant elements, which
can vary from the minimum value to the limit value

, where denotes the order of the channel model.

B. Organization

This paper is organized as follows. Section II contains the
mathematical description of the memoryless LTI transceiver
model adopted in this work: the ZP-ZJ model. By stating some
mathematical results, we also present the minimum-redun-
dancy systems and discuss why reduced redundancy may be
better than minimum redundancy. The section concludes with
a description of the strategy to devise low complexity ZP-ZJ
transceivers with reduced redundancy. In order to introduce
the new decompositions of rectangular structured matrices,
Section III briefly presents the main ideas of the displacement
theory. By applying the displacement-rank theory, we describe
the two main results of this paper related to the development

of new zero-forcing (ZF) and minimum mean-square error
(MMSE) superfast transceivers in Section IV. The simulation
results are described in Section V, whereas the concluding
remarks of the paper are in Section VI. A number of appendices
containing the proofs of the novel results of this paper are also
included.

Notation

Scalars are denoted by italic letters, while vectors and ma-
trices are denoted by boldface letters (lowercase for vectors and
uppercase for matrices). All vectors are column vectors. The no-
tations , , , , and stand for transpose, trans-
pose of the inverse, Hermitian transpose, pseudoinverse, and ex-
pectation operations on , respectively. We shall denote the sets
of natural, positive real, and complex numbers as , , and ,
respectively. The set denotes all matrices
comprised of complex entries. The th element of an

matrix may be denoted as . The operator
diag represents a diagonal matrix whose elements are the en-
tries of the argument vector. The operator outputs the trace
of a given matrix. In addition, the operator toeplitz de-
notes a Toeplitz matrix whose first column is and whose first
row is . The symbols and denote an
matrix with zero entries and the identity matrix (some-
times we may drop the index without loss of clarity). Given
two sets and , the set contains the elements of that
are not elements of and the set denotes the usual Carte-
sian product. The notation denotes the standard norm-2 of
a vector (when the argument is a matrix such a notation denotes
the induced Euclidean norm of matrices), whereas denotes
the standard Frobenius norm of a matrix. Given a real number

, stands for the smallest integer greater than or equal to .
When we refer to computational complexity, we mean the total
amount of complex operations (additions and multiplications).
In this context, an algorithm is when it is possible to
implement it with at most complex operations, for some
positive real constant .
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II. ZP-ZJ TRANSCEIVERS WITH REDUCED REDUNDANCY

As any other communication model, the ZP-ZJ system
is comprised of five components, namely: channel, trans-
mitter, receiver, input (or message), and output (or estimated
message). We assume a finite impulse-response (FIR) base-
band channel model , with for each

. As long as the channel
order is not greater than the length of the transmitted
message , the ISI and IBI effects are respec-
tively modeled by the matrices toeplitz

and

toeplitz , where

the column vector is defined as . The
transmitter is responsible for linearly processing the input
vector , where is the number
of symbols pertaining to a given constellation . Such a pro-
cessing is defined by the matrix , with

. The number of redundant elements inserted in
this transmission is . In order to generate
an estimate of the input message, the receiver
also processes the received vector through a linear transforma-
tion represented by the matrix , with

[5].
Fig. 1 depicts the ZP-ZJ model, including an additive noise

at the receiver front-end. Note that this model yields
the following input-output relationship

(1)

in which toeplitz

is the effective channel matrix
with dimension . Hence, the redundancy
is padded at the transmitter and jammed at the receiver end in
such a way that the IBI effect is completely eliminated. The
amount of redundancy, however, cannot be arbitrarily small, as
discussed in the following proposition.

Proposition 1: Assuming that the matrices and are full-
rank, the ZP-ZJ transceiver is IBI-free, i.e., , only
when the number of redundant elements is such that .

Proof: See Lemma 5.1 in [9].
Let us consider that we insert at least zeros before the

transmission takes place. Thus, assuming both that channel-
state information (CSI) is available at the receiver and that the
transmitter uses a channel-independent unitary precoder , the
designer task is to define the rectangular matrix . The most
widely used techniques minimize either the ISI or the MSE of
symbols at the receiver end. The ZF and the MMSE receivers
are the respective solutions to such problems. Analytically, one
has

(2)

(3)

where, for the MMSE solution, the vectors and
are drawn from zero-mean uncorrelated wide-sense sta-
tionary (WSS) random processes and .1 Note that

.
We also assume that and ,
for some . Observe that the definition of
only makes sense when is full-rank. We shall consider that

induces a matrix with rank .
Note that, when the ZP-ZJ transceiver employs full redun-

dancy in the transmission, the receiver defined in (2) is the well-
known minimum norm ZF receiver [3]. Such type of transceiver
enjoys several performance improvements as compared to tra-
ditional multicarrier and single-carrier systems based on cyclic
prefix (see [3] for an in-depth description).

Assuming the adoption of a more traditional methodology
of first estimating the channel-impulse response and then
detecting the symbols, we now proceed to define two distinct
problems: equalization and receiver design. The equaliza-
tion problem is simply the processing of the received and
jammed vector through the multiplication by . As a result,
the computational complexity of the equalization is
complex-valued numerical operations for general unstructured
matrices. Nevertheless, the equalizer matrix depends on the
knowledge of and its (possibly regularized) pseudo-inverse.
This knowledge is acquired during the receiver design. As a
consequence, the computational complexity of the receiver
design is complex-valued numerical operations for
general unstructured matrices. It is worth mentioning that
CP-OFDM and CP-SC-FD solve both the receiver-design as
well as the equalization problems using only
complex-valued operations [1].

With respect to the ZP-ZJ transceivers, the minimum-redun-
dancy systems [7], [8] are the state of the art. They only use

redundant elements, considering an even-order FIR channel
model. Besides their high throughput gains in delay-constrained
applications in very dispersive environments , the
minimum-redundancy transceivers are also computationally ef-
ficient, since they require only complex-valued
operations for the equalization and up to com-
plex-valued operations for the receiver design [8], [10].

A. Minimum-Redundancy Systems

The ZF- and the MMSE-equalizer matrices of minimum-re-
dundancy ZP-ZJ systems are nonsingular square matrices given
by [7]

(4)

(5)

in which we have considered that is even, yielding only
redundant elements for each data block.

These matrices admit decompositions that employ only DFT,
IDFT, and diagonal matrices, as described in the following
proposition:

1The time index was omitted for the sake of conciseness.
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Proposition 2: The matrices and can be ex-
pressed as

(6)

(7)

where , , , and are channel-dependent
diagonal matrices, whereas is a channel-independent diag-
onal matrix (see [7] for further details). A single-carrier system
is obtained when , while a multicarrier system is ob-
tained when .

Proof: See Section V and Section VI in [7].
This proposition indicates the low computational complexity

of the minimum-redundancy transceivers. The decompositions
of and are not limited to DFT-based represen-
tations. Indeed, real-transform-based representations are also
available [8], [11]. Such alternative decompositions use discrete
Hartley transform (DHT), which can also be implemented in a
superfast way.

A question may be raised at this point: as the state of the art
has already achieved the minimum possible redundancy

, what is the motivation to investigate new transceivers with
reduced redundancy ? The next subsec-
tion addresses this issue.

B. Is Reduced Redundancy Better Than Minimum
Redundancy?

The performance of reduced-redundancy transceivers has
been assessed by simulations in some works [5], [12]. By
comparing the bit-error rate (BER) among systems with dif-
ferent amounts of redundancy, the authors in [5], [12] verify
that the higher the amount of redundancy, the lower the BER
of such systems. In addition, the author in [13] also shows
that, even when one transmits in a single-carrier system with
full-redundancy , if not all the redundant elements
are used at the receiver end during the equalization process,
then the mean-square error of symbols is also a monotone
decreasing function of the number of redundant symbols used
for the equalization.

If on the one hand we want to reduce the transmitted redun-
dancy in order to save bandwidth, on the other hand we need to
use as much redundancy as possible in order to achieve lower
BER or MSE of symbols. The throughput is a good figure of
merit to study the tradeoff between bandwidth usage and error
performance. In general, however, throughput is also a function
of the bit-error protection that is implemented at higher layers of
a given communication protocol, entailing a sort of cross-layer
design. The focus of our work is on the physical-layer design,
rather than on the cross-layer design. Consequently, we shall an-
alytically evaluate the performance of the ZP-ZJ systems based
on the MSE of symbols only, since this figure of merit does
not depend upon neither the particular constellation used (as in

the BER case), nor the channel-coding scheme used (as in the
throughput case).

With this in mind, consider a ZP-ZJ system that employs
redundant symbols in

order to transmit data symbols through an th-order FIR
channel. Given the received vector after the jamming pro-
cessing

, we define the error vector after the
receiver processing as

(8)

In all variables the dependency on is omitted, since the
channel order will remain constant throughout this article. In
addition, the average MSE (AMSE) of symbols is defined as

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

where is the reciprocal of the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) and is the Frobenius norm. Considering such def-
initions, we are now able to state the first contribution of this
work in Theorem 1.

Theorem 1: The MMSE receiver defined in (3) yields the
following average MSE of symbols:

(13)

where and each is
an eigenvalue of .

Proof: See Appendix A.
The reader should notice the close relationship between the

average MSE of symbols and the singular values of the effec-
tive-channel matrix. Indeed, the smaller the singular values of
the effective-channel matrix are, the larger the average MSE of
symbols is. In addition, a direct consequence of such a result is
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the description of the average MSE of symbols associated with
the ZF-based ZP-ZJ transceivers, as described in Corollary 1.

Corollary 1: The ZF receiver defined in (2) yields the fol-
lowing average MSE of symbols:

(14)

Proof: As the mapping of a nonsingular matrix into its
inverse is a continuous mapping, then , when

. Thus, by considering that is constant while ,
then the result follows from Theorem 1 straightforwardly.

Now that we have an explicit expression for the average MSE
of symbols, we can compare the performance of systems that use
different amount of redundancy in a given environment. For that,
we shall first state a very useful result in Lemma 1, as follows.

Lemma 1: Given two fixed integer numbers and , let us
assume that each matrix is con-
structed from the same th-order channel-impulse response,
with . Then

(15)
where each is a singular value of ,
for each pair .

Proof: See Appendix B.
Note that Lemma 1 guarantees that the singular values as-

sociated with the effective channel matrix is a monotone in-
creasing function of the number of transmitted redundant ele-
ments, which can vary from the minimum value, , to the
limit value, . With the help of Lemma 1, we can now state an-
other key contribution of this paper.

Theorem 2: The average MSE of symbols related to both the
MMSE and ZF receivers are monotone decreasing functions of

, i.e.,
.

Proof: This result is a direct consequence of Theorem 1,
Corollary 1, and Lemma 1.

Theorem 2 states that if one aims to reduce the bandwidth
use of redundant data by decreasing the amount of transmitted
redundant elements, then the resulting AMSE performance will
degrade (or will at most be the same).

On the other hand, one may also argue that the spectral ef-
ficiency can be improved by increasing the number of data el-
ements . Let us define the bandwidth efficiency of a block-
based transmission as . Notice that ,
i.e., the bandwidth efficiency of a minimum-redundancy trans-
ceiver is the same of a full-redundancy system that uses twice as
much the number of data symbols. Even though this approach is
theoretically valid, several practical systems have strict require-
ments with respect to the value of , particularly those dealing
with delay-constrained applications. Nevertheless, if the partic-
ular application allows us to increase , the AMSE of a full-re-
dundancy ZP system will follow a similar pattern presented in
Theorem 2, as described in the following proposition.

Proposition 3: The average MSE of symbols related
to both the MMSE and ZF full-redundancy block trans-

ceivers are monotone increasing functions of , i.e.,
.

Proof: See [2], [14], and [15].
Theorem 2 and Proposition 3 show that, whenever one tries

to increase the bandwidth efficiency of a block-based trans-
mission, whether reducing the number of transmitted redun-
dancy or increasing the amount of transmitted data symbols
in a traditional full-redundancy system, one will end up losing
performance with respect to the MSE of symbols. Based on
these facts, it is key to look for the adequate system that al-
lows one to achieve the target bandwidth efficiency and MSE
(or BER) performance. As the analytical results indicate, the
adopted transceiver, either reduced-redundancy or full-redun-
dancy with larger block sizes, depends on the particular type of
application. Hence, different channel models may call for dis-
tinct transceiver choices.

Now, let us assume that the ZP-ZJ system with full-redun-
dancy using a large amount of data symbols is the best op-
tion2 for achieving a target throughput performance. In this case,
superfast implementations of this full-redundancy system are
readily available and there is no additional challenge to the de-
signer, since the traditional Gohberg-Semencul formula (see, for
example, [17, pp. 54–55]) can be directly applied. On the other
hand, if the best choice is the ZP-ZJ system with reduced-redun-
dancy, how should we implement such systems? Do they have
superfast implementations as well? This paper proposes some
answers to these questions, as described in the next subsection.

C. Strategy to Devise Low Complexity Transceivers With
Reduced Redundancy

It is well-known that OFDM-based systems enjoy several
good properties due to their structural simplicity. The use of
DFT and IDFT in order to decouple the estimation of the sym-
bols at the receiver end are paramount to the success of such
systems. Unfortunately, we cannot decouple so easily the esti-
mation of the symbols in a ZP-ZJ system with reduced redun-
dancy. Indeed, such decoupling process requires the computa-
tion of singular-value decompositions (SVD), hindering its im-
plementation in several practical problems.

Despite this potential drawback, we show that there are
low complexity ZP-ZJ system with reduced redundancy. As a
motivating example, let us consider how a zero-forcing SC-FD
system using cyclic prefix is implemented. The insertion of the
cyclic prefix turns the linear convolution into a circular convolu-
tion between the transmitted data symbols and the channel-im-
pulse response. Using the vector notation for a noiseless
channel, we can write , where is a circulant matrix
that contains the channel coefficients. From linear algebra, we
know that all circulant matrices may be diagonalized by using
the same set of orthonormal eigenvectors. These eigenvectors
are the columns of the normalized DFT matrix. In addition, the
eigenvalues of circulant channel matrices are easily computed
by means of the DFT of the first column of the circulant matrix.
Thus, we have ,
considering that is computable, i.e., all eigenvalues of
are nonzero. Hence, the ZF-SC-FD system that employs cyclic
prefix decomposes the inverse of the effective channel matrix

2Considering only the transceivers treated in this paper.
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using DFT and diagonal matrices. In fact, this decomposition
is quite special since it is a diagonalization of the inverse of the
effective channel matrix.

Our aim is to propose a similar approach: to look for an ef-
ficient decomposition of the “inverse” of the effective channel
matrix associated with ZP-ZJ systems. In such systems, the ef-
fective channel matrix is no longer circulant, in fact, it is
a “tall” Toeplitz matrix. Nevertheless,
we still can take into account the Toeplitz structure in order
to decompose the generalized inverse of using only DFT
and diagonal matrices. Our approach employs the same basic
ideas as in OFDM-based systems, except for two main features
present only in OFDM-based systems: 1) the inverse of the ef-
fective channel matrix has exactly the same structure of the ef-
fective channel matrix (circulant structure); and 2) the efficient
decomposition of the inverse of the effective channel matrix cor-
responds to its diagonalization.

III. NEW DECOMPOSITIONS OF RECTANGULAR STRUCTURED

MATRICES

Many engineering models induce structural patterns in
their matrix-based mathematical descriptions. Such structural
patterns may bring about efficient means for exploiting fea-
tures of the related problems. Besides, computations involving
structured matrices can be further simplified by taking into
account these structural patterns. Consider, for instance, the
sum of two Toeplitz matrices. If one ignores the
structural patterns present in such matrices, then this operation
will require additions. Nevertheless, if one considers
the structure of the matrices, then this operation will require
only additions corresponding to the sum of the
first row and the first column of each matrix. The resulting
Toeplitz matrix can be built by rearranging the elements of the
resulting vectors accordingly.

As pointed out in Section II, the effective channel matrix as-
sociated with ZP-ZJ systems is a rectangular Toeplitz matrix. It
is therefore natural to expect that linear equalizers, such as linear
MMSE or ZF equalizers, can take advantage from the structure
of this channel matrix. In this context, three questions arise: (i)
How to recognize a structured matrix by using analytical tools?
(ii) How to represent the linear optimal solutions (either MMSE
or ZF) by employing such analytical tools? and (iii) How to ef-
fectively take advantage of such representations?

This section describes the answers to those questions.
Section II-A presents the displacement-rank approach, which
is an effective mathematical tool to reveal the structure of a
given structured matrix [16], [17]. Section II-B shows how to
represent MMSE- and ZF-based receiver matrices by using
the displacement approach. Section II-C contains the results
demonstrating how to decompose a wide class of structured
matrices, the so-called rectangular Bezoutian matrices, using
only DFT, diagonal, and Vandermonde matrices [17]. Such
results are relevant since the rectangular Bezoutian matrices
encompass both the MMSE- and ZF-based receiver matrices.

A. Displacement-Rank Approach

The displacement-rank approach comprises three steps: com-
pression, operation, and decompression. A distinguished fea-

ture associated with structured matrices is their inherent capa-
bility to be described by a small amount of parameters. The com-
pression stage is responsible for representing a given structured
matrix by using a reduced amount of parameters. All computa-
tions can be greatly simplified if one utilizes a compressed ma-
trix instead of the original structured matrix. The operation stage
is responsible for such calculations using the compressed form.
The last step of the displacement-rank approach is the decom-
pression stage, which is responsible for expanding the resulting
compressed form of the related structured matrix [17].

Mathematically, let us assume that and
are two given operator matrices, where and

are positive integers. Thus, the linear transformations [17]

(16)

(17)

are the so-called Sylvester and Stein displacement operators,
respectively.

The operator matrices and should be carefully chosen
in order to compress a given structured matrix . In fact, the re-
sulting matrix or is the compressed form
of if its displacement rank, , is relatively small. In other
words, one must have rank
or , in which is
not a function of either or . For our purposes, the most
commonly used operator matrix is

, in which is a complex number and is a vector
with zeros, except for the th entry that contains an one. The
key idea surrounding the displacement approach is that the com-
pressed form of a structured matrix carries with it all the infor-
mation of the original matrix, albeit with a reduced amount of
parameters. In addition, the matrix or can
be decompressed in order to recover the original matrix , as
long as the operator matrices and respect some quite mild
constraints. Thus, operations with the original matrix can be di-
rectly translated into operations with its compressed forms as
described, for example, in [17].

In order to illustrate the compression capability of the
displacement operators, let us consider the application
of the Sylvester displacement operator , in which

and , on an com-

plex-valued Toeplitz matrix , with
[see equations (18)–(20) at the bottom of the next page].

Note that the resulting displacement matrix can

be represented by the displacement generator pair of matrices
. Thus, if one assumes that and

are integer numbers much larger than 2, then the former
example shows that rectangular Toeplitz matrices can always be
compressed, since the matrix has rank at most 2.

B. Displacement Representations of MMSE- and ZF-Receiver
Matrices

This subsection exemplifies the operation stage asso-
ciated with the displacement-rank approach. In order
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to do that, let us define the transmitter-independent re-
ceiver matrix . From (2)
and (3), one can easily verify that , whereas

. Note that, for both the ZF
and the MMSE solutions, the related transmitter-independent
receiver matrix is obtained from operations upon the effec-
tive channel matrix . One may therefore argue if there is any
relationship between the displacement-generator pair of and
the displacement-generator pair of . Theorem 3 contains a
result for the MMSE case that shows how to operate on the
displacement-generator pairs of and in order to derive
the displacement-generator pair of .

Theorem 3: Given the operator matrices and
, the MMSE-based transmitter-

independent receiver matrix yields the displacement
matrix , in which

(21)

(22)

with and
being the displacement-generator

pairs of and , respectively. These

generator pairs are easily determined by using (18), (19), and
(20).

Proof: The proof of this result follows the same line as the
proof of Theorem 3 in Appendix B of [7].

Theorem 3 describes the compressed form for the
MMSE-based transmitter-independent receiver matrix. This
compressed representation will be very useful in the design of
superfast transceivers with reduced redundancy. The ZF-based

transceivers are obtained when one considers that . In
this particular case, the following corollary holds.

Corollary 2: Given the operator matrices and
, the ZF-based transmitter-in-

dependent receiver matrix yields the displacement matrix
, in which

(23)

(24)

with and
being the displacement-generator

pairs of and , respectively.

Proof: See Appendix C.
Theorem 3 and Corollary 2 show that, for both MMSE and

ZF receivers, one always has , where

. Thus, the transmitter-inde-
pendent receiver matrix can be regarded as a particular kind
of rectangular Bezoutian matrix, since a rectangular Bezoutian
matrix is any matrix such that ,
where , with and

[17].
By observing the results in both Theorem 3 and Corollary

2, one can verify that, when , one gets the usual
displacement representations of the matrix associated with
transceivers using minimum redundancy (see, for example, The-
orem 3 in [7]).

C. DFT-Based Representations of Rectangular Bezoutians

Let be a given complex-valued
vector. An matrix is a Vandermonde matrix when

(18)

...
...

. . .
...

...
. . .

...
...

(19)

...

...
(20)
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, for all ordered pair within
the set [17].

Now, we have all the required tools for stating the main math-
ematical result of this work aiming at decomposing rectangular
Bezoutian matrices employing only DFT, diagonal, and Vander-
monde matrices.

Theorem 4: Given two nonzero complex numbers and ,
and given two natural numbers and , let us assume that

is an complex-valued Bezoutian matrix such that
, where the operator matrices have com-

patible dimensions. The generator pair is within the set
, in which the natural number is the rank of

the related Sylvester displacement matrix. Thus, if ,
then

(25)

where we have introduced the notation , for any
vector . In addition the vector contains the th roots
of , i.e., for each index , one
has , with and

, whereas the vector contains the th roots
of , i.e., for each index , one

has , with . Moreover,
one also has

diag

(26)

in which we have assumed that , for all .
Proof: See Appendix D.

Theorem 4 is a general mathematical result that may be
applied to any rectangular Bezoutian matrix satisfying the
theorem hypotheses. The application of such a result to the
rectangular Bezoutian matrices related to reduced-redundancy
transceivers will allow us to design superfast equalizers. It is
worth noting that Theorem 4 is a generalization of Theorem 2
of [7], since Theorem 4 can be applied to generic rectangular
Bezoutian matrices, instead of only square Bezoutian matrices.

IV. SUPERFAST TRANSCEIVERS WITH REDUCED REDUNDANCY

This section presents the proposals of new transceivers with
reduced redundancy that employs FFT-based algorithms. We
shall tailor the previously proposed efficient decompositions of
rectangular Bezoutian matrices (see Theorem 4) to the partic-
ular cases of MMSE- and ZF-receiver matrices. As a result, a
novel family of superfast multicarrier and single-carrier linear
transceivers are proposed with their respective structures.

As we have already pointed out in Section III-B, the trans-
mitter-independent receiver matrix is a rectangular Bezoutian
matrix for both MMSE- and ZF-based solutions. Thus, if one
carefully chooses both parameters and , then one can apply

Theorem 4 in order to design the referred matrices. Indeed, let
us assume that and . Thus, by considering
the compressed form of the Bezoutian matrix described in
Theorem 3 for the MMSE solution or in Corollary 2 for the ZF
solution, one can use Theorem 4 to demonstrate the following
general result.

Theorem 5: The transmitter-independent receiver matrix
can be represented as follows:

(27)

in which is an diagonal matrix,
for any given natural number . The pair of matrices

can be determined using Theorem 4
along with either Theorem 3 (for the MMSE-based system) or
Corollary 2 (for the ZF-based system), considering that
and .

Proof: See Appendix E.
Observe that the diagonal matrices and

do not depend on any characteristic of the channel, i.e., these
matrices are fixed, even when the channel varies. On the other
hand, the diagonal matrices and are channel-depen-
dent. These matrices can be regarded as the actual equalizers
since and are the only factors in the decomposition of

that may vary when the channel model changes.

A. Superfast Multicarrier Transceivers

A multicarrier system can be designed by setting
and , yielding

(28)

where the definitions of the vectors and depend on
whether the MMSE or the ZF solution is chosen (see The-
orem 3 or Corollary 2). In any case, the resulting multicarrier
structure is depicted in Fig. 2. The phase-shift operations rep-
resented in this figure correspond to the multiplications by the
channel-independent diagonal matrices and .
In addition, the one-tap equalizers correspond to the multipli-
cations by the channel-dependent diagonal matrices and

. Moreover, Fig. 2 also shows that elements are
ignored in each receiver branch before implementing the last
phase-shift operations.

By comparing Fig. 2 with the scheme depicted in Fig. 2 of
[7], one can observe that the reduced-redundancy transceivers
always use four equalizer branches (instead of two branches in
the minimum-redundancy ZF system of [7]), no matter whether
the ZF or MMSE solution is chosen. Another important differ-
ence between those schemes is the fact that reduced-redundancy
systems require two distinct DFT sizes, instead of only one size
as in Fig. 2 of [7]. Nevertheless, it is possible to verify that the
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TABLE I
NUMBER OF COMPLEX-VALUED MULTIPLICATIONS

structure depicted in Fig. 2 coincides with the scheme in Fig. 2
of [7] when minimum-redundancy is employed.

B. Superfast Single-Carrier Transceivers

A single-carrier system can be designed by setting
and , yielding

(29)

in which, once again, the definitions of the vectors and
depend on whether the MMSE or the ZF solution is chosen.

The superfast multicarrier and single-carrier proposals of this
paper yield an additional degree of freedom in the ZP-ZJ-based
transmissions, for the amount of redundancy can vary from the
minimum value, , to the limit value, . Nonetheless, one
must deal with two distinct DFT sizes, and .
When is a power of 2, then is not necessarily
a power of two. Thus, a radix-2 FFT algorithm could only be
applied to implement those DFTs with size . As for the DFTs
with size , one could implement the operations
using a radix-2 FFT of size (which is assumed to be larger
than ), along with zero-padding of the related sig-
nals. Another possibility is to choose the amount of redundant
elements in such a way that can be decomposed as
a product of small prime numbers, leading to fast implementa-
tions as well. We shall address this topic in a future publication.

C. Complexity Comparisons

Let us assume that an FFT algorithm requires
complex multiplications [20] for size- data blocks.

In addition, we shall assume that , as performed in [3].
Thus, it is possible to derive the results of Table I, which con-
tains the number of complex-valued multiplications required by
the proposed multicarrier reduced-redundancy system, as well
as both the overlap-and-add (OLA) and fast proposals of zero-
padded OFDM systems described in [3].

In the MCRRBT, it is possible to implement part of the
receiver side using parallel processing (see Fig. 2). In this case,
if we consider that the required time to perform a generic com-
plex-valued multiplication is seconds, then the MCRRBT
requires seconds, whereas
the ZP-OFDM-OLA requires seconds
and ZP-OFDM-FAST requires
seconds.

We have assumed that the pair of matrices is known.
In fact, these matrices completely define the reduced-redun-
dancy equalizers, since they are the only ones that contain in-
formation about the channel. These matrices, however, must

be previously computed in the so-called receiver-design stage,
which can be performed using up to operations
[8], [10]. Besides, there are many applications in which the re-
ceiver-design problem is not frequently solved. In wireline com-
munications systems, the channel model is not updated so often.
In this case, the main problem is the equalization itself.

V. SIMULATION EXAMPLES

This section aims at evaluating the performance of the trans-
ceivers with reduced redundancy in some particular scenarios.
The figures of merit adopted here are the uncoded BER and
the throughput. The uncoded BER is defined as the bit-error
rate without considering the protection of channel coding. The
throughput is defined as bps [7], in
which denotes the number of bits required to represent one
constellation symbol, denotes the code rate considering the
protection of channel coding, denotes the amount of redun-
dancy, denotes the sampling frequency, where symbol and
channel models use the same sampling frequency, and BLER
stands for block-error rate, assuming that a data block is dis-
carded when at least one of the original bits is incorrectly de-
coded at the receiver end. In addition, the definition of the SNR
used throughout the simulations is the ratio between the mean
power of the transmitted signal at the input of the multipath
channel and the mean power of the additive noise at the receiver
front-end. Besides, we also consider that both synchronization
and channel estimation are perfectly performed at the receiver
end.

1) Example 1: In [7], we have shown that minimum-re-
dundancy systems may significantly improve the throughput
performance of multicarrier and single-carrier transmis-
sions. Nevertheless, we have pointed out in [7], [8], and
[18] that the minimum-redundancy transceivers may incur
in high noise enhancements induced by the “inversion”
of the Toeplitz effective channel matrix in the equal-
ization process. In our first example here, we choose a
fourth-order channel model (see [1pp.306-307])

,
for which the performance of the minimum-redundancy sys-
tems proposed in [7] is poor. For this channel, we transmit
50 000 data blocks carrying symbols of a 64-QAM
constellation . In fact, each data block stems from
48 data bits that, after channel coding, yield 96 bits to be
baseband modulated. The channel coding has constraint length
7, code rate , and octal generators and

[19]. We assume that the sampling frequency is
MHz.

Fig. 3 depicts the obtained uncoded-BER results. For multi-
carrier transmissions, we compare four different transceivers,
as shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b): the traditional OFDM and
the three possible multicarrier reduced-redundancy block
transceivers (MCRRBT). There are three possible MCRRBT
systems since the amount of redundant elements respects the
inequality (i.e., ). In addition, for
single-carrier transmissions, we also compare four different
transceivers, as shown in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d): the traditional
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Fig. 3. Uncoded BER� SNR [dB] of Example 1: (a) ZF-based multicarrier systems; (b) MMSE-based multicarrier systems; (c) ZF-based single-carrier systems;
and (d) MMSE-based single-carrier systems.

SC-FD and the three possible single-carrier reduced-redun-
dancy block transceivers (SCRRBT).3 From Fig. 3(a), one can
observe that the minimum-redundancy multicarrier system
(MCRRBT for ) that employs a ZF equalizer is not able
to produce a reliable estimate for the transmitted bits. However,
if just one additional redundant element is included in the trans-
mission, the resulting MCRRBT system is enough to
outperform the ZF-OFDM. Moreover, adding another redun-
dant element in the transmission (MCRRBT for , i.e., a
zero-padding system with full-redundancy) does not contribute
to substantially improving the uncoded-BER performance in
this case. Similar conclusions can be drawn from the analyses
of Figs. 3(b)–3(d). One should bear in mind that such BER
reductions are attained without increasing substantially the
computational complexity related to OFDM-based systems.

Fig. 4 depicts the obtained throughput results. Fig. 4(a)
shows considerable throughput gains of using, for instance,
an MCRRBT system with , as compared to the tra-
ditional OFDM system. For example, the MMSE-MCRRBT
with is about 22% more effective in its transmissions
than the traditional MMSE-OFDM, for an SNR of 19 dB [see
Fig. 4(b)]. Moreover, the MCRRBT system with also

3Since the proposed transceivers use zeros as redundant elements, the adopted
OFDM and SC-FD systems are the ZP-OFDM-OLA and ZP-SC-FD-OLA [3],
where ZP and OLA stand for zero-padding and overlap-and-add, respectively.
Like the traditional cyclic-prefix-based systems, these ZP-based transceivers
also induce a circulant channel matrix, allowing the use of superfast algorithms,
such as FFT.

outperforms the MCRRBT system with in terms of
throughput, especially for large SNR values. This occurs since
both reduced-redundancy systems have a similar uncoded-BER
performance, but the MCRRBT system with saves band-
width as compared to MCRRBT system with . Similar
conclusions can be drawn from the analyses of Figs. 4(b)–4(d).

It is worth highlighting that the novel structures proposed in
this paper are key to deal with this kind of scenario, since they
allow one to work with a smaller amount of redundancy

, while employing superfast algorithms due to the use of DFT,
IDFT, and one-tap-equalizer building blocks.

2) Example 2: In our second example, we shall consider
an FIR-channel model whose zeros are 0.999, , ,

, and . This channel has zeros very close to the unit
circle. We therefore expect that the performances of the tradi-
tional OFDM and SC-FD systems should be rather poor. The
values of all simulation parameters are equal to the previous ex-
periment, except for the fact that now , (16-QAM
constellation), and , which implies that . In
addition, due to lack of space we only present the MMSE-based
results for both multicarrier and single-carrier transmissions.
Fig. 5 depicts the obtained results. One can observe that both
the MCRRBT and the SCRRBT systems always outperform the
traditional OFDM and SC-FD systems. Another important fact
is that even though the uncoded-BER performance always im-
proves as one increases the number of transmitted redundant el-
ements, the throughput performance does not follow the same
pattern. For example, for low SNR values, it is better to use a re-
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Fig. 4. Throughput [Mbps] � SNR [dB] of Example 1: (a) ZF-based multicarrier systems; (b) MMSE-based multicarrier systems; (c) ZF-based single-carrier
systems; and (d) MMSE-based single-carrier systems.

duced-redundancy system that transmits with a larger amount of
redundant elements, whereas for large SNR values, it is better to
use a reduced-redundancy system that transmits with a smaller
amount of redundant elements. Once again, it is important to
point out that the proposals of this paper aim at showing how
to transmit with a smaller amount of redundant elements while
using superfast transforms and single-tap equalizers.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we have proposed new linear time-invariant
block-based transceivers with redundancies ranging from the
minimum to the usual amount, which is in turn related to the
channel-impulse response order. The proposals included prac-
tical solutions for multicarrier and single-carrier transceivers
using varying redundancy. The transceivers ZF and MMSE
solutions require only DFTs, inverse DFTs, and diagonal ma-
trices, turning the new transceivers computationally efficient.
The solutions were obtained by employing the framework of
structured matrices using the concepts of Sylvester and Stein
displacements. By using adequate displacement concepts ap-
plied to rectangular structured matrices we were able to derive
the proposed solutions for the multicarrier and single-carrier
block-based transceivers requiring redundancy ranging from
the minimum to the channel order. Theoretical results had
been derived proving for the first time that increase in the re-
dundancy associated with zero-padding zero-jamming systems
brings about performance benefits while decreasing bandwidth

efficiency. In particular, for all proposed transceivers, by in-
creasing the amount of redundancy we can witness a reduction
in the average MSE as well as in the bit-error rate.

Simulations had confirmed these theoretical results, and had
shown that the relative performance of the reduced-redundancy
transceivers is highly dependent on the channel model charac-
teristics. We believe that the results of this paper answer for the
first time several open questions related to the insertion of re-
dundancy in block-based transceivers. An interesting future re-
search direction is to study mathematically the amount of redun-
dancy that yields the maximum throughput for a given channel.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 1

For the sake of simplicity, we shall omit from all variables the
dependency on and . Assume that the singular-value de-
composition of the effective channel matrix is ,
where both the matrix
and the matrix are unitary. In addition, the

matrix has zero entries except for the main-
diagonal entries , with . From

(3) one has , which im-

plies , yielding

. Hence, by sub-
stituting such expressions into (12), and by taking into account
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Fig. 5. MMSE-based systems of Example 2L (a) uncoded BER � SNR [dB] for multicarrier transceivers; (b) uncoded BER � SNR [dB] for single-carrier
transceivers; (c) throughput [Mbps] � SNR [dB] for multicarrier transceivers; and (d) throughput [Mbps] � SNR [dB] for single-carrier transceivers.

that the Frobenius norm of a given matrix is the sum of its
square singular values [21], we have the following identities for

(30)

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF LEMMA 1

Before starting the proof of Lemma 1, we shall state a very
useful supporting result.

Proposition 4: Let be a rectangular
matrix, whose SVD is , where

and are unitary matrices, and

diag , with . By
assuming that

, and , we have

(31)

in which , with

, where , for

all , and otherwise.
Proof: See Theorem 2.5.3 in [21].

Now, for the sake of simplicity, we shall omit from all vari-
ables the dependency on . Let us focus on the structure of

. By assuming that , the relation-
ship between and is given by

(32)

where
and

, in which the
subscript f stands for first row, whereas the subscript l stands
for last row, both of them associated with the matrix .
We know that the norm-2 of a matrix is defined
as , for in the set and such that

. In addition, we also know that .
We therefore have
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(33)

(34)

(35)

Now, by taking into account the SVD decomposition of the
matrix , one has

(36)

In addition, one can also define a reduced-rank approximation
for as follows:

(37)

where is a rank- matrix.
Moreover, let us assume that and that

each eigenvector can be written as
, where

is the first element of , is the last element
of , and contains the
remaining elements of . Thus, by using Proposition
4, one has

(38)

(39)

(40)

(41)

(42)

(43)

APPENDIX C
PROOF OF COROLLARY 2

First of all, as the mapping of a nonsingular matrix into its
inverse is a continuous mapping, then , when

. In addition, all the operations employed to compute
the displacement-generator pair of are also continuous.
Hence, in order to determine the displacement-generator pair
of , we can evaluate the generator pair of when

. Thus, by making , we get

(44)

(45)

APPENDIX D
PROOF OF THEOREM 4

Before proving the decomposition proposed in Theorem 4,
define the matrix as the product . Now, let
us first verify the structure of . We shall follow
the same steps employed to prove Proposition 2 of [7]. Thus,
let us consider the Stein displacement applied to .
Note that is an diagonal matrix, whereas is
an diagonal matrix. From Lemma 1 of [7], we know
that and . Hence, by using
these results, one has

(46)

where in the last line we have used the fact that
(see Proposition 3 of [7]). On the other hand,

by the definition of the Stein displacement operator, one has
, for each pair

within the set . Thus, by using (46), we get

(47)
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diag

(48)

Note that the term appears in all of the
components of the above summation. It is therefore convenient
to verify whether this term can be efficiently decomposed. In
order to do that, we shall follow the same steps employed to
prove Proposition 1 of [7]. We know that is an

root of , for all , whereas
is an root of , for all . From Remark 1 of
[7], we also know that
and . Now, let us
compute the coefficient of the matrix

: [see (48) at the top of the page].
Hence, if we assume that , the above expressions
imply that

(49)

By using (49), we can rewrite(47) as follows

(50)

where

(51)

APPENDIX E
PROOF OF THEOREM 5

Let From either Theorem 3 or Corollary 2, note that is an
Bezoutian matrix, where . Thus,

Theorem 5 is a straightforward consequence of Theorem 4.

Indeed, if one chooses and , then

and

. These facts imply that
, whereas

. We can
therefore apply the decomposition presented in Theorem 4 to
obtain the desired result.

Note that the choices of and were quite arbitrary. We have
chosen , since we would like to cancel out the last IDFT
matrix employed at the receiver end in the case of multicarrier
systems. Indeed, in the multicarrier systems, the receiver matrix
is . If , one would not be able to cancel
out the DFT matrix with the last IDFT matrix presented in the
decomposition of . After fixing , we have chosen in
such a way that , for all within the
set . There are infinite possible
choices for and we have arbitrarily chosen (when

is very large, then this choice yields ). Note that, in this
case,

for all within the set
, since is not an even number.
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